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High level of debt for Rhode
Island college graduates
Jacqueline Voghel
Herald Contributor
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Joe Rainey worked at the University for 11 years. His funeral service
was on Monday, Dec. 1.

Remembering
Joe Rainey
Shana Sims
Features Editor
On Wednesday, Nov. 26, a wellknown and loved member of
the Roger Williams University
community passed away at the
age of 65 surrounded by family
and friends. Joe Rainey was a
custodian at RWU for the past
11 years, and was known for his
friendliness towards students
and fellow staff.
On Nov. 13, Rainey suffered
a stroke while cleaning the
common room of Cedar’s
second floor. He was sitting for
almost an hour before a student
noticed his lack of response and
called public safety. After not
hearing from him, long-time
coworker Fred Cabral checked
the lower floors of Cedar until
he found Rainey just after the
public safety officers arrived.
“I was in shock when I saw him
like that,” said Cabral. “Believe
me, every time that I go down
to the second floor, I have a
hard time looking.”
Joe is survived by his wife
Deborah, daughter Marisa
Rainey, his son Christopher
(Sandy) Rainey, a brother
Richard Rainey, grandsons
Dylan and Ethan Rainey,
nieces and nephews, Nicholas,
Dorothy, Vanessa, Kayla, Kevin,
and Kaitlyn, and his uncles
Ernest (CeCe) Cordeiro and
Raymond (Oryann) Cordeiro
and many cousins.
He and his daughter Marisa, a
college student at Merrimack
College, were very close.
“He would have done anything
in the world for his daughter,”
said coworker Joseph Cruz.
“There was no one in the world
more important to him.”
He also leaves behind another
very close family; the Facilities
department of RWU. Cruz is
not only a coworker. He has
known Rainey for almost 20
years, as their families used to
go camping together.
He leaves a lasting impact on
many of the staff members he
worked with. Rainey was best
known for his friendliness to
students and his ability to make
them feel comfortable.
“Nobody talked to people like
he did. He knew everybody’s
name,” said coworker Randy
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RECYCLE

Johnson. “He would say good
morning to anyone who walked
by.”
“He was very family oriented,
and I think he saw the students
as an extension of his family,”
said Bob Pacheco, another
Facilities coworker.
“He was so well-liked,” said
Cliff McGovern, Coordinator
of Residential Facilities. “He
seemed to love his job.”
On Dec. 1, funeral services
were held at the George Lima
Funeral Home in Bristol, where
many members of the RWU
community attended to pay
their respects and grieve with
his family.
Aside from his amicable nature,
his friends remember him for
his love and passion for sports.
He played baseball in Bristol
since the age of 9, and has been
crazy about America’s favorite
past-time since. For years, he
has played and coached in
Rhode Island. He has coached
the King Philip Little League,
East Bay Fast Pitch Softball, and
Mount Hope Baseball. He also
bowled in the Dudek Bowling
League. Cruz joked about how
Rainey would fall asleep during
sports games, but still be able to
give the score at any time.
Cruz, having known Rainey
the longest, was hit hard by
his unexpected passing. While
Rainey was in the hospital
receiving treatment, Cruz
visited him and his family.
“It was the most people I’ve
ever seen in a waiting room
in a hospital in my life, it was
incredible,” said Cruz. “I went
in, and he grabbed my hand
and squeezed it as hard as he
possibly could. He knew I was
there.”
Cruz, as well as the other
facilities staff members, will not
forget the lasting impression
that Rainey leaves at RWU.
“He put everybody else before
him,” Cruz said. “I wish I could
be more like that sometimes.”
Students
are
encouraged
to utilize individual and
group counseling services at
the University Counseling
Center, as well as to reach
out to University Multi-Faith
Chaplain, the Rev. Nancy
Soukup.

According to a report from the Institute for
College Access and Success, college students in
Rhode Island are graduating with the fourth
highest amount of debt in the United States.
The report shows that in 2013, students in
Rhode Island graduated with an average debt of
$31,561, placing it behind only New Hampshire,
Delaware, and Pennsylvania for the highest
student debt in the nation.
Diane Usher, Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid and Planning, said that student
debt has been rising particularly in Rhode Island
due to factors such as decreasing household
incomes, increases in the state’s cost of living,
a decrease in State Aid and funding, and rising
rates of unemployment, for which Rhode Island
also has the fourth highest rate in the country.
charity

Additionally, Usher noted that according to the
College Board, approximately half of the families
of college bound-students do not save for college.
As a result of all of these factors, families have
less money that they can use to pay directly for
college, while the state has less aid to give.
In a recent blog entry from University President
Donald Farish, he noted that the rising expenses
of attending college have become subject to
heated criticism from the families of rising college
freshmen.
Farish pointed out that while some universities
have noticed the decreases in enrollment that
these expenses have cost, attempts to lower the
cost of college often lead nowhere.
“In order to encourage more applications for
admission, most elected to ‘reset’ the posted
tuition at a substantially lower price point,” Farish

see debt, A3

Dancing for a cause

Kerri Tallman
Herald Contributor

In memory of sophomore Kara
Alderman’s mother, Cheryl
Alderman, who passed away
on Nov. 20 from amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), the
RWU Hawkettes Dance Team
will hold a benefit show to
raise money for the disease. The
event will be Saturday, Dec. 6 at
8 p.m.
With the ALS Ice Bucket
Challenge going viral over the
summer, the Hawkettes have
decided to perform to keep the

It’s so amazing that
our team is raising
money for the
Alderman Family
ALS... It’s something
we all love to do so
much and something
Mrs. Alderman always
loved as well.
- Alyssa Mulhall,
Freshman Hawkette

ALS awareness alive. Alderman
was diagnosed last spring, and
fought the disease until she lost
her life just over a week ago.
ALS,
amyotrophic
lateral
sclerosis, more commonly
known as Lou Gehrig’s Disease,
is a nerve cell disease in the
brain and spinal cord that affect
voluntary muscle movement.
The disease shuts down motor
neurons that connect the brain
to the spinal cord nerves, and
once those neurons give out,
the connection is lost. This

see dance, A2

memorial

Honoring Cameron Dow, ‘16

The Cameron C. Dow
memorial bench will be
dedicated to the RWU
sophomore who passed
away on Dec. 1, 2013.
The ceremony will take
place on Dec. 8 at 5 p.m.
in the Global Heritage
Hall, where the Junior
Class and Dow’s family
will dedicate the bench in
his memory. The bench
is located in front of the
Mario J. Gabelli School
of Business, where Dow
was a student.

top : rachel diep / the hawks ’ herald , bottom : courtesy heather larabee
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Sophomore Kara Alderman with her mother, Cheryl, who passed
away on Nov. 20 from ALS. The Hawkettes will host a charity dance
show on Dec. 6 to raise money for the disease.

DANCE: Hawkettes to
honor teammate’s mother
from page A1
can lead to partial or complete
paralysis, a painful death for an
ALS victim.
The Alderman family was a
large supporter of the dance
team over the past two years,
and now the team is supporting
the family.
“Originally she planned on
being there for the show, and
now we’re continuing it in more
of a show ‘in memory’ of her,”
said senior Haley O’Callaghan,
RWU Hawkettes Dance Team
President.
The RWU Hawkettes will be
performing along with the
RWU Dance Club, Ballroom

Dance Club, Drastic Measures,
Hawkward, JWU Dance Team,
and the URI Ramettes Dance
Team. Other teams from
surrounding Rhode Island
schools will be performing
small acts as well.
“I think it’s so amazing that
our team is raising money for
the Alderman Family ALS
fund by dancing,” freshman
Alyssa Mulhall commented.
“It’s something we all love to do
so much and something Mrs.
Alderman always loved as well.”
Tickets can be purchased in the
Field House at the door for $7
on the date of the event.

Christmas, Hanukkah, Bodhi Day, Eid celebrated at RWU
Kerri Tallman
Herald Contributor
The Multicultural Student
Union (MSU) held its annual
Holiday Party, dubbed CHBE,
this past Wednesday in the
Global Heritage Hall atrium.
The
party
celebrated
several
religious
holidays
celebrated around this time
of year, including Christmas,
Hanukkah, Bodhi Day, and Eid
(CHBE). It was held to open
up the campus to all different
holidays around the world
and how they’re celebrated.
Celebrations included activities,
games, food, and other
festivities.
“This is an opportunity for
anyone to learn more about
these religious occasions by
participating
in
different
activities and enjoying global
delicacies,” said junior Maram
Sultan, treasurer of MSU and
coordinator of the CHBE event.
Each holiday had its own table
decorated to represent itself
and stand out amongst the
other holidays lining the room.
Decorative lights were strewn
from one balcony to the other,
hovering above everyone’s heads.
Christmas is the well-known
holiday celebrated on Dec. 25.
Many Americans celebrate it,
even if they don’t express deep
faith in the Christian religion.
The Christmas table had
coloring activities and a small
artificial festive tree adorned
with ornaments and lights.
The Jewish holiday, Hanukkah,

was celebrated at the event
with paper lantern-making and
learning how to play dreidel, a
traditional game in this culture.
The game is played by spinning
a dreidel with four Hebrew
letters on the sides. In the
center of the players lies a pile
of items, chosen by the players,
from which they give and
take. Each letter represents a
move the player must make,
either taking half, taking all,
paying one, or doing nothing
per round. MSU played using
foiled chocolate coins and, in
the end, the players could take
some with them.
The paper lanterns were made
by event hosts and students
expressed each individual’s
creativity.
Each
lantern
displayed “RWU” in some
form, and each hung by clothes
pins on a string that ran from
one pole to another, connecting
the room together as did the
Christmas lights.
Bodhi Day is the Buddhist
holiday celebrating Buddha.
MSU reserved a room in GHH
where attendees could meditate,
and after meditating, could
write thoughts on paper leaves
that they could pin up on a tree
plastered on the wall. The Bodhi
Day table was surrounded by
battery-powered candles to help
set the mood for meditation.
“It’s really exciting,” stated
sophomore Ashley-Ann Perez, a
member of MSU.
There are two major religious
Islamic festivals during the
holiday season. One is Eidul-Fitr which is celebrated in

the fall. It marks the end of
Ramadan, the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar during
which Muslims fast. The
holiday stretches over the span
of three days, including prayer,
gifts, and cultural food. The
second Islamic festival, Eid-ulAdha, the Festival of Sacrifice, is
the most sacred holiday in the
Islamic year. It takes place midfall, honoring the end of the
Hajj, the pilgrimage to Mecca.
It also celebrates Abraham’s
obedience to sacrifice his son
before God, Allah, but he
intervenes and replaces himself
with a sheep in sacrifice of
himself. Every Thankgiving, a
domestic animal is sacrificed
to represent Allah. Like Eid-ulAdha, the holiday is filled with
prayer and traditional food.
At the Eid table, Associate
Director of the Intercultural
Center Candice de Los Reyes
painted henna on students’
hands by request. There was
also a list of different ways to
say “happy eve” in multiple
languages, and students could
write their translation on the
table covered in paper.
The food table displayed a wide
array of a bountiful supply of
food drawn from cultures all
over the world, such as latkes,
a Jewish potato pancake eaten
during the period of Hanukkah.
Bringing in food from different
cultures allowed students to
discover and try new things
from all over the world that
they may not have had the
opportunity to try elsewhere.

andrew burgess / the hawks ’ herald

Students gather at a table representing Jewish holiday tradition.
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Looking for
something fun to
do on campus on
Thursday nights?
Come to
Musicians’ Guild!
Sit back and listen or
take the opportunity
to perform.
Join us every
Thursday at 9 p.m.
in the NCRH
Great Room.

brad fagan / the hawks ’ herald

Top: Students and faculty gather outside the library. Bottom: Student a capella group, Drastic Measures,
preforms carols.

DEBT: RWU
seeks solutions
from page A1

said. “In almost every instance,
however, these institutions
also reduced their financial aid
budgets proportionately: the
list price for tuition was lower,
but the net price – the amount
the typical student paid –
was essentially the same…
Additionally, these campuses
subsequently went right back to
having annual tuition increases:
they did not abandon the “highcost/high-aid” model at all, but
instead restarted the model
from a lower price point.”
As part of an attempt to
accommodate students and
their families, the University
launched
the
Affordable
Excellence initiative in 2012,
guaranteeing that the cost of
tuition would not increase
for students’ four years at the
university.
“Roger Williams University
enjoyed strong enrollments in
years previous to 2012, but we
recognized that if we continued
to raise our tuition, the cost of
attending our university would,
over time, outstrip the financial
capacity of the students we were
endeavoring to serve,” Farish
said.
Usher explained that through
Affordable Excellence, the
University hopes that students
will graduate with less debt,
going against the trend in
Rhode Island.
“We have not increased tuition
since the 2012-2013 academic
year – and the tuition freeze will
continue through the 2015-16
year, and possibly beyond,”
Usher said. “We also guarantee
that tuition will not increase for
four consecutive years for any
given student, saving students
$9 thousand to 15 thousand
over four years. We also have
increased the financial aid
budget by 16 million dollars
in the last five years, giving our
students more grant funding.
According to Usher, Affordable

Excellence has been propelling
the University in its intended
direction. Looking at current
figures between the Class of
2012 and the Class of 2014, the
University projects a reduction
of $8,288 in loan debt between
the two classes.
“The average unmet need for an
RWU undergraduate has fallen
by more than $2 thousand
per year when comparing the
entering class of 2014 to the
entering class of 2012,” Usher
said. “Reduction in student
and family debt was what we
hoped and predicted would
happen when we froze tuition.
This, to us, is a clear indicator
that Affordable Excellence is
working.”
Affordable Excellence has not
gone unnoticed by students at
the University. For freshman
Ryan Fontaine, Affordable
Excellence was an influential
factor in choosing to attend the
University.
“The tuition freeze played a
really great role in helping me
choose to come here,” Fontaine
said.
Meanwhile,
Usher
also
encourages students and their
families to take advantage of
other resources for financial aid
opportunities, such as Financial
Awareness Counseling, Tuition
Management Service, and a
number of scholarships offered
by the University.
Farish noted that lowering
student debt is not an easy task.
However, the University hopes
to take small steps toward
significant improvement.
“To be sure, we are not
inexpensive,” Farish said. “But
each year that we hold the
line on tuition, we become
just slightly more affordable to
those prospective students and
their parents who are seeking
the greatest educational value
for their money.”
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Each week, the RWU Photo Club
assigns a topic to photograph, collects
student submissions, then votes on
the best one. The winner gets printed
in The Hawks’ Herald!
Last week’s assignment was Food.
The winning photograph was
taken by Scott McDavid.
Next week’s assignment is
“Finals Week; Self-Portrait”
Send submissions to
photoclub@g.rwu.edu.

Come join Photo Club!
Meetings held: Mondays at 8 p.m.
in GHH G05
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Best in the business

Hawks finish their undefeated season with a national championship
Connor Casey
Sports Manager
After making their way to the
national tournament three years
in a row but coming up short,
the Roger Williams University
women’s rugby team took that
next step this season and became
the best Division III women’s
rugby team in the country.
The Hawks finished their season
undefeated with a 9-0 record.
On their way to winning the
second national championship
in the program’s history, the
Hawks beat Minnesota State
University at Moorhead in the
semifinal round and Sacred
Heart University to clinch
the championship on Nov.
23. Although the team won
comfortably in the final game
against Sacred Heart University,
the Hawks were tested by these
quality opponents in a way they
had not been during the regular
season.
During the regular season,
the Hawks were dominant.
They were able to hold their
opponents scoreless in four
different
regular
season
games and were unstoppable
offensively. Over seven regular
season games, the Hawks
outscored their opponents
by an average of 67.4 points.
The national championship
tournament was a different

story.
In the first game against
MSU, the Hawks won a closely
contested game 22-17. This
was by far the closest game the
Hawks had played all year and
the team was forced to kick
their play into a higher gear.
“We had to alter our game a
little bit,” said senior captain
Abbey Scro. “We actually had
to play as a team and work
together. Since we had worked
on that for all of our practices
for nationals, we were OK with
that.”
The game had a back-andforth feel, with both teams
taking the other’s best shot and
then countering with an attack
of their own. The Hawks got
a momentum boost from their
penalty kill, which killed off
two 10-minute penalties over
the course of the game. The
defense held tough and did not
allow MSU to take over. With
just a little more than a minute
left to play, sophomore Micheli
Lynn scored the game winning
try after coming back to the
game from a penalty.
The championship game
against SHU started the same
way that the semifinal game did.
Back-and-forth action led to a
17-10 score going into halftime
for the Hawks. Sophomore
Sadia Crosby led the offense for
the Hawks, scoring three tries

rwuhawks.com

The women’s rugby team celebrates their second championship in school history.

in the first half.
“The was the first time that we
were ever put in a losing position
was in the second game,” said
senior captain Alley Dykes.
“Once we kept wearing them
down, we were the strongest
team in the end.”
In the second half, the
Hawks ran away with the
game. They got their penalties
under control and began to
dominate the physical flow of
the game. Dykes, senior Cass
Friedman and sophomores
Nataly Maloney and Morgan
Quagliaroli scored tries in the

second half and helped the
Hawks roll to a 45-10 victory to
win the national championship.
The RWU defense came
through as well, holding SHU
scoreless in the second half and
allowing the offense to take
over. Crisp passes and physical
rucking allowed the Hawks to
break the game wide open.
As
if
the
national
championship wasn’t enough
of a reward for a season of hard
work, many RWU players were
honored with awards after the
tournament. Crosby, Dykes,
Quagliaroli, junior Evynne

Gartner and sophomore Claudia
Giustino were recognized as the
best players in the tournament
at their respective positions.
Crosby was also named Most
Valuable Player for the entire
tournament and Scro won the
Heart and Soul award.
Although the Hawks will be
losing five seniors next season,
the team believes that they will
be able to compete on a yearby-year basis.
“On the field I have no doubt
that they will end up at nationals
[next year],” Dykes said.

WOMENS: Hawks
end four-game losing
streak with win
from page A6

coutesy joe hock

Seniors Brendan Telfer, Chris Travers, Reid Nelson and Joe Hock along with head coach Derek Carlson stand
with Cory Burke during the wiffleball tournament on Nov. 22.

Cory won’t fight alone

Baseball team hosts charity wiffle ball tournament
Connor Casey
Sports Manager
The Roger Williams University
baseball team hosted a wiffle
ball tournament on Saturday,
Nov. 22 to raise money for Cory
Burke and his family. Burke is a
14-year-old baseball player who
has been taken under the wing
of the RWU baseball family.
Two years ago Burke was
diagnosed
with
Ewing’s
Sarcoma, an abnormal form of
bone cancer. Medical bills and
trips to Boston for treatment
strained the Burke family
financially, and the baseball
team has taken on the task of

supporting them any way they
can. Twelve teams participated
in the tournament, and
through entrance fees from
each team and donations, the
event raised $650 for the Burke
family. Members of the RWU
team as well as Burke’s travel
team showed up to show their
support.
“His dad and him were there.
We have been in steady contact
with him over the past three
years. He has become part of
our family,” said senior captain
Joe Hock. “We rally around
him. We have been helping him
out as much as we can.”
The Hawks will continue to

lend support to the Burke family
any chance they can. Although
many of the upperclassmen
who were there when Burke
was introduced to the team
are leaving, the underclassmen
understand how important this
cause is.
“He is going to stay with the
Roger Williams program from
now on,” Hock said. “We have
spread it down to the juniors,
sophomores, and freshmen.
They all understand the message
and understand what they have
to do. I think Cory is going to
be around this school and the
baseball team specifically for a
long time.”

As the Hawks pushed the pace
of the game and scored off a
handful of steals, it was these
fast-break layups and points off
turnovers that truly kept RWU
in the game through 20 minutes
of play. With the score even at
28 in the closing seconds of
the first, junior guard Angelica
Ariola put in a three-pointer to
give the Hawks a 31-28 lead
going into the locker room.
Overall, the Hawks earned
28 points in the paint and
another 14 inside the arc; these
baskets came at crucial times
throughout the game and
helped RWU maintain and
build their lead in the second
half. The Hawks went into a
half-court press to open the
second, and they extended their
halftime lead to 44-33 within
six minutes.
Sophomore guard Emma Klis
completed a three-point play
midway through the second to
put RWU up by 11, and the
Hawks held onto a doubledigit lead for the rest of the

game. Nichols took to fullcourt pressing and fouling in
an attempt to close the gap
and regain the lead, but to no
avail. The Hawks handled the
pressure well in addition to
putting in a respectable 19-for25 performance at the foul line
to cement the win.
As the Hawks look ahead to
Saturday’s conference game
against Western New England
College, Quilty feels that the
key to success is to maintain the
team cohesiveness demonstrated
in this game.
“I think we just need to
keep up the intensity and
communication and to keep
playing as one,” Quilty said.
It’s all a matter of continuing
this strong play, rather than
regrouping and re-strategizing
in the face of new competition.
The Hawks learned tonight what
it takes to earn a conference
win, and they will look to build
off of this knowledge as they
prepare to face CCC opponents
through the rest of the season.

MENS: Hawks make late push but are
unable to win
from page A6

the Hawks led Nichols 3021. Both teams played a very
physical game and Nichols got
into some foul trouble.
Andrew Wasik, who finished
with 19 points and 5 assists,
started out the second half with
back-to-back baskets to increase
the RWU lead. However, about
six minutes into the second
half, the Hawks started to get
into some foul trouble. Halfway
through the second half,
Nichols began creeping back
into the game. Nichols then
cut the lead down to four with
a three-pointer from Christian
Horton. Gustave Koumare of
Nichols tied up the game at 48-

48 with a pair of free throws. As
the second half progressed, the
Hawks were committing more
and more turnovers, finishing
the game with 23 that led to
28 points for Nichols. There
was hope in the last minute of
the game when the Hawks cut
down Nichols’ 10 point lead to
six with 27 seconds left. Wasik
drained a three and made it a
four point game. The Hawks
were unable to get any closer
than four points, eventually
losing the game by five.
“It was disappointing because
we played a great first half
and defensively, we were as
good as you can get. We had

some turnovers, but that was
to be expected against a team
that presses,” said head coach
Michael Tully. “In the second
half, the first thing was that
our defense broke down, then
we turned the ball over, and we
fouled. It is very hard to win if
you do those three things.”
When asked what his team
should take away from this loss,
he responded, “back to work
tomorrow.”
The Hawks currently have a
2-5 record and their next game
is Saturday, Dec. 6 at Western
New England University.
rachel diep/hawks’ herald

Sophomore Emma Klis looks to pass during Wednesday’s game.
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Split decision

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

The women’s team cheer on their teammates during their game against Nichols College on Wednesday. They won their game 73-59.

Women’s basketball finds what works
in victory of Nichols
Stephanie Nisbet
Herald Contributor
The women’s basketball team
(3-4) has been tested several
times in the opening weeks of
the new season, and with each
game they are learning what
works and what doesn’t, what
wins games, and what leads to
losses. It’s a learning curve, and
the Hawks are taking advantage
of each day to improve their
game and navigate their way
through strong competition.
Wednesday night’s game

against Nichols College (2-2)
was proof that the Hawks are
continuing to learn on the fly.
After a first half riddled with
lead changes and ties, Roger
Williams University found
a way to take control in the
second and capture their first
win in Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) play. The
Hawks topped Nichols 73-59
in a hard-fought win, and in
doing so, effectively broke a
four-game losing streak.
Sophomore center Bridget

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Freshman Mariah Nicholas jumps for posession at the start of the game.

Quilty attributes this win
to “kicking the ball, moving
around, and seeing everybody
on the floor.”
“We played like a team,” she
said.
With six players listed as 5’10”
or taller, the Hawks are working
on using their size and getting
the ball down low for layups and
shots in the post. They excelled
at this against Nichols, shooting
out to a 13-4 lead within the
first four minutes of the game
that was largely due to points in
the paint.
“I think we did a good job
looking for each other down
low and kicking it when we
needed to,” said Quilty, who
contributed nine points, nine
rebounds, and four blocks in
the win.
Nichols
regained
some
momentum after a timeout early
in the first half and was able to
cut the Hawks’ lead to 15-11
in the following three minutes
of play. The half then became a
highly competitive, back-andforth battle between the two
teams, and as halftime drew
nearer, the score differential
remained small but significant.
Nichols eventually gained the
lead in the latter part of the half,
but the Hawks fought back to
tie it up time and time again.

see womens, A7

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Senior Ryan Palumbo pushes past Nichols defense on Wednesday.

Tale of two halves in
men’s basketball defeat
Amanda Calderon
Herald Contributor
It was a tale of two halves as
Roger Williams University
men’s basketball team suffered
a tough loss to Nichols College
68-73.
Nichols took an early lead,
but both teams were scoreless
until almost four minutes into
the game. Freshman Jaylen
Jennings scored the first four
points for the Hawks and
finished with 15 for the game.
Nichols had relentless defense
and full court pressing from

the start. According to senior
captain Alex Barry, Nichols is
known for pressing the whole
40 minutes. They had four
steals in the first half and kept
the Hawks on their toes. About
12 minutes into the game, the
Hawks took the lead as Nichols
started getting sloppy. RWU
had some costly turnovers that
allowed Nichols to cut into
their lead. Toward the end of
the half, the Hawks picked up
their defense, and Nichols really
struggled to score. At the half,

see mens, A7

End of the semester awards

Moment of the semester: Athlete of the semester:
Three RWU victories Junior Mariah Kaiser
on Nov. 8
of women’s soccer team
It was a day that the athletic department won’t
soon forget. On Nov. 8, three Roger Williams
University teams won dramatic games. The
women’s volleyball team defeated Salve Regina
University 3-1 to win a Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) Championship, women’s
soccer beat Wentworth Institute of Technology in
penalty kicks for their third CCC Championship
in four years and women’s rugby defeated Wellesley
College 88-0 in their regional championship. The
wave of victories was the icing on the cake for a
successful fall season at RWU.

Junior Mariah Kaiser dominated the competition
this past season. With 19 goals on the year and 10
assists, she led a Hawks offense that was already
explosive. Kaiser’s strongest game came against
Emmanuel College where she scored five goals for
the Hawks en route to an 8-1 victory. Kaiser was
never afraid to shoot during the year, averaging
4.35 shots per game. And why would she be
afraid to with the amount of shots that go in? She
was definitely a key part of the Hawks NCAA
Tournament run and it will be exciting to see what
she has in store during her senior year.

Team of the semester:
Women’s rugby
and women’s soccer

If you can’t decide between two, why leave
one out? Both the women’s rugby team and the
women’s soccer team had stellar fall seasons, which
made them both earn team of the semester. The
women’s soccer team went 19-3-4 on the season
and on top of winning a Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) Championship, they also
made an impressive run in the NCAA Tournament
making it to the Elite 8 before falling to Williams
College. The women’s rugby team won a National
Championship for the second time in school
history defeating Sacred Heart University 45-10.
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Winter Illuminates Professor
the RWU quad of the week
Professor studies science
with students

Alexis den Boggende
Herald Contributor

brad fagan/the hawks’ herald
Top: Students enjoy kettle corn and festivites outside the University library. Bottom: Sophomore Cara James
speaks during the ceremony.

Snapshot
Search

Scott Rutherford is an associate
professor of environmental
science at Roger Williams
University. He received his
Ph.D. at the University of
Rhode Island, his M.S. at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University and his
B.S. at Temple University.
Rutherford found his love of
teaching as a graduate student
at Virginia Tech.
“I used to help teach in
the labs. I really enjoyed it,”
Rutherford said.
His favorite class to teach is his
meteorology and climatology
class, which focuses on the
study of the climate and the
atmosphere.
If he could create and
teach any class he wanted,
Rutherford would choose an
environmental problem solving
course, based of the book
“Consider a Spherical Cow:
A Course in Environmental
Problem Solving” by University
of California professor John
Harte.
“I like difficult problem
solving,” Rutherford said.
“I think it would be a great,
interesting course.”
Rutherford had many great
triumphs and experiences while
in college, but two experiences
that stood out among the rest
are academic.
“One of the best experiences
is when I got a 100 on my
igneous petrology exam as an
undergrad,” Scott recalled.
His first paper ever accepted as
a Ph.D. student is an experience
that Rutherford remembers
fondly.

Rutherford spent some time
sea drilling in the Caribbean in
one of New England’s coldest
winters, from 1995 to 1996. If
he could live anywhere in the
world, he would live in New
Zealand.
“I’ve heard so many good
things about it,” Rutherford
said. “It’s really beautiful and
seems to be such a pure, natural
world. It’s fantastic. I’d love to
live there.”
Despite Rutherford’s affinity
with all things scientific, one
thing students may be surprised
to know is that he struggled in
math when he was a student.
“It took me three attempts to
pass Calculus I,” Rutherford
said. “There was a bit of a
struggle there.”
While he enjoys the sciences,
Rutherford also enjoys reading.
One of his favorite books is
the non-fiction novel “Into
the Wild,” by Jon Krakauer.
It tells the story of American
adventurer
Christopher
McCandless, who ventured into
the Alaskan wilderness in 1992
to live a life of solitude.
“I love that book because I
think there’s a little bit of me
in it,” Rutherford said. “There’s
that desire to just run away.”
If he could choose to be in any
other field other than education,
Rutherford would like to be a
plumber. He has done previous
work on additions to his home,
where he worked on plumbing
systems. He found it to be like
an interesting puzzle.
If Rutherford could have
dinner with anyone, he would
choose American explorer
Meriweather Lewis or Joshua
Slocum, the first man to sail
around the world.

This picture is somewhere on campus!
Tweet

@thehawksherald and tell us where you think the

photo was taken. Winners and the answer will be printed in
next week’s issue!
Last week’s answer: The smoothie counter in the Hawks’ Nest

paul struck/the hawks’ herald
Associate Professor of environmental science Scott Rutherford went from
struggling calculus student to science professor at RWU.
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courtesy manveer singh

On Nov. 22, contestant junior Manveer Singh won the Mr. RWU
Spectacular pageant. “It’s been a long competition, but I’m grateful that
I got the chance to spend it with the contestants and their personal
assistants (PA). It’s an honor to be named Mr. RWU and I will cherish
the moment. The extra attention is part of being crowned. But before
the show and after I was and still am Manveer. And I hope that people
will see me as that. Again, it’s been a pleasure being a part of the show
and I can’t wait for the next one. P.S. My PA is awesome!” From the top:
Singh poses with President Donald Farish, PA senior Emily Denault, after
winning, Singh poses with fellow contestant Seth Reiner, Singh poses
with other fellow contestant junior Juan Hernandez.

Letters from London
Semester coming to a close

The old cliche ‘time flies’ is
an understatement for this
semester abroad. I remember
when I had a countdown of 90
days until I left for London.
My countdown is now 10 days
until I return to the United
States. Studying in another
country for a semester has been
a whirlwind. There were several
times where I missed my family,

friends, and wished I could be
back at RWU. But I realized
the amazing opportunity that
I have been given. When I
complete my study abroad
experience, I will have taken
many tube rides, spent lots of
pounds, walked several miles,
and have luckily been able to
travel to six different beautiful
countries.

michelle ryder/the hawks’ herald
Michelle Ryder poses in Vatican City with her camera, documenting
one of her many adventures on her semester abroad.

Europe has been an ideal place
to study because I can travel to
so many other countries for
such a good price. Traveling has
allowed me to grow so much as
a person. So many people told
me that you come home a new
person because you learn so
much about yourself.
My favorite country so far,
besides England, has been Italy.
It was beautiful and much
warmer than London. Walking
through the streets with such
beautiful architectural detail
really was eye opening. It
was amazing to see so many
buildings and monuments that
were so significant to Italian
history. My best memory in
Italy was being able to stand
in St. Peter’s square and listen
to the Pope give a blessing to a
crowd of thousands of people.
The other huge component to
traveling in Italy is experiencing
their food. At every restaurant
I visited I was sure to order
homemade pasta. Splurging on
money on an authentic Italian
meal was worth it.
One of my favorite parts about
traveling to all these countries
is seeing the famous landmarks
from each place. I had always
seen pictures of the Coliseum
in Rome, the Eiffel Tower in
Paris, and the Cliffs of Moher

in Ireland. To actually see them
in person almost didn’t seem
real. Of course, pictures will
never do any of these beautiful
places justice.
Venturing to so many
countries has been such a
culture shock, but also a
learning experience. It is safe to
say that no country is the same.
Each has their own way of
living, which has really allowed
me to have so many diverse
experiences from each location.
This journey has not been
easy, but I would not change
any of it. I have made so
many new friends from many
different countries. I have
learned so much about life in
London. Most importantly, I
have learned that I am able to
stand on my own and make
choices for myself. Going back
to the U.S. will be great, but
the memories I have made here
will last forever.

Michelle Ryder
Herald Foreign
Correspondant
Junior Public Relations major
studying abroad this semester
at Westminster University in
London, England.

Roger Williams
University
1 Old Ferry Road
Bristol, R.I. 02809
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Political head-to-head:

Obama’s executive order on immigration
After the House and the Senate
have ignored the issue of illegal
immigration to the United States
and have yet to pass any legislation
regarding it, President Barack
Obama issued his 193rd Executive
Order of his presidency with a
temporary solution to immigration.
With this order, Obama grants temporary
citizenship to about five million illegal immigrants
meeting certain qualifications: “If you’ve been in
America for more than five years; if you have children
who are American citizens or legal residents; if you
register, pass a criminal background check, and
you’re willing to pay your fair share of taxes, you’ll
be able to apply to stay in this country temporarily,
without fear of deportation. You can come out of
the shadows and get right with the law.”
The last Saturday Night Live
opening summarized the President
Barack Obama’s latest actions
on immigration all too well. The
cold open mocked Obama’s new
executive action shielding four
million illegal immigrants from the threat of
immediate deportation. Kenan Thompson dressed
up as a “bill” and explained how Congress passes
bills, to the tune of a “Schoolhouse Rock!” song.
This all happened until Jay Pharoah, playing
Obama, pushed the bill down the capitol steps
saying, “There’s actually an even easier way to get
things done around here, and it’s called an executive
order,” Obama (Pharoah) said. Bobby Moynihan

to their loud and vocal constituents
and Americans nationwide who are
calling out for immigration reform,
Obama would not have needed to
Erika Johnson
put forth this order. He even said
Herald Contributor
during his announcement, “The best
and most definitive way to fix the
system is to pass comprehensive and
He goes on with a more conservative approach by common-sense immigration reform in Congress.”
offering, “If you’re a criminal, you’ll be deported. If Obama’s executive order is mild yet has such a
you plan to enter the U.S. illegally, your chances of positive impact on so many hardworking illegal
getting caught and sent back just went up.”
immigrants. This should be taken as a step in
Republicans have criticized Obama’s “overreach” the right direction and inspire Congress to pass a
on this order but what they fail to recognize is comprehensive immigration reform bill. Failure to
that Obama has issued among the least executive do so in the new Republican-controlled Congress
orders of any president, the last six Republican could alienate Hispanic and minority voters and
presidents have all issued Executive Orders in constituents and show where their priorities as
regards to immigration and had Congress listened politicians truly lie.

Democrat

Republican
Dylan Kelly
Herald Contributor

appeared, dressed as an Executive Order and sang,
“I’m an executive order, and I pretty much just
happen.”
Saturday Night Live could not have explained
this better. Now Republican lawmakers are
charging into the Homeland Security Secretary’s
office as Secretary Jeh Johnson wants to defend
Obama’s executive actions on immigration. Both
Democrats and Republicans are acknowledging

that the country’s immigration
system is broken. But Republicans
feel the president is just pushing
congress out of the way with a
“poor sport” attitude since his
party does not have the majority
of House, Senate, or Gubernatorial seats after the
midterm elections.
Americans voiced their opinion in the Midterm
Elections, and it is time for the president to listen.
Regardless of that fact and of where you stand on
the issue, there is a right way to fix the immigration
crisis and a wrong way. What the president is doing
it the wrong way. Executive actions are not how
democracy works.

Turmoil in Ferguson Agree to disagree

Officer Wilson acted well within his
Habit of silencing the opposition
rights as a law enforcement officer

the situation, many Americans question
Wilson for giving chase to Brown. What
the public needs to understand is that
On Nov. 23, a Grand Jury concluded law enforcement officers have a duty
that they would not indict Officer to pursue someone who has violated
Darren Wilson, of the Ferguson, Mo. the law. After a short chase, Brown
Police Department, for the on-the- proceeded to aggressively advance on
job shooting of 18-year-old Michael Wilson, ignoring commands. This is
Brown. The attention that has been when the final and fatal shots were fired.
given to this incident, chiefly by media These are the basic facts of the case,
outlets, has resulted in some of the most which have been heavily confused since
violent protests this country has seen the shooting happened in August.
in decades. Although many citizens
Brown was not shot in the back, and
have peacefully protested their beliefs, he did not have his hands up indicating
numerous have added to the chaos by surrender. Wilson, like all American
starting fires, discharging firearms, and law enforcement officers, went through
looting businesses in their own city. The a psychological evaluation, multiple
protestors claim that Brown and his written tests, and months of rigorous
family were served an injustice by the training in order to become a police
Grand Jury decision. Although every officer. In high stress situations like
citizen of the United States is entitled these, officers fall back on this training.
to freedom of speech, there have been Regardless of how the public feels
many misconceptions surrounding the about what should have happened or
Grand Jury’s determination.
what could have been, the Grand Jury
A Grand Jury’s duty is to decide if there made their assessment and it should
is sufficient probable cause to indict an be respected. The biggest concern that
individual. They did not rule on guilt protestors have used as fuel for their
or innocence, but rather on if Wilson actions is the racial tension between
acted within his legal limits as a law the black community and the police.
enforcement officer. They heard hours There is no doubt that racism is alive in
of witness testimony
the United States, and it
and were presented
[The Grand Jury] extends far beyond just
with forensic evidence
between black and white
did not rule on guilt people. Perhaps there are
that supports Wilson’s
or innocence, but police departments that
account of the conflict.
Their decision was not
rather on if Wilson are in need of reform and
the same as that of a jury
there is bias legislation
acted within his
in a criminal trial.
requiring amendment,
legal limits as a law but violent rioting is far
The investigators were
able to determine the enforcement officer. from the way to enact
true course of events from
change in this country.
the evidence. Wilson
The actions of many
approached Brown and his friend for Ferguson citizens have set back any
impeding traffic. He gave Brown a progress that cooler heads have hoped
lawful order to move onto the sidewalk, to make on their issues. The incident
and after an exchange of words, Wilson between Wilson and Brown is tragic. A
attempted to exit his police vehicle. family has lost their teenage son and a
Brown prevented him from opening the police officer has lost his career and been
door and proceeded to hit Wilson in under scrutiny by millions of people
the face twice. Wilson, fearing another without substantiation. Ferguson, Mo.,
blow to the head, drew his handgun and along with the nation, has suffered true
ordered Brown to stop. Brown reached set back because of the way the media
into the car and tried to gain control and the public have reacted to the lawful
over the gun, at which point Wilson evaluation made by the Grand Jury.
fired. After punching Wilson a third
time, Brown ran away. At this point in

Sean Nickerson
Herald Contributor

must end in college conversation

statement: “She [Ali] is a compelling
public figure and advocate for women’s
rights, and we respect and appreciate her
work to protect and defend the rights of
In the eighteenth century during the women and girls throughout the world.
age of reason, Voltaire remarked, “I do That said, we cannot overlook certain of
not agree with what you have to say, but her past statements that are inconsistent
I’ll defend to the death your right to say with Brandeis University’s core values.”
it.”
That is absolute nonsense.
If only today’s generation could be so
In short, Brandeis folded to
perceptive.
intimidation by deciding that censorship
But alas, in this touchy age of ours, would be the safe way out, and a
people frown upon any opinions that passionate voice was therefore silenced
may contradict their
to satisfy the belligerent
own or offend their
In this touchy age members of the school
sensibilities.
Whether
community. This goes
of ours, people
it’s regarding one’s god
against the very fabric of
frown upon any
or one’s values, speaking
American society, where
your mind can cause a
opinions that may opposition to popular
lot of anger, and lead to
opinion is not only a
contradict their
potentially
dangerous
right, but a necessity.
own or offend their There are, however,
situations.
sensibilities.
Take, for example,
quite a few people who
Condoleezza
Rice’s
stand up for the first
declination to deliver
amendment, and fight
the Rutgers University commencement to give everyone a chance to voice their
speech amid protests: Students and faculty opinion.
alike were angry with Rice’s involvement
The late Christopher Hitchens is one
with the Iraq war, and saw to it that she example of such a person. Hitchens,
would not speak on commencement who was the great contrarian of our age,
day. This is utterly shameful, and should openly ridiculed people who claimed to
bring embarrassment to the Rutgers take offense to opposition. If a person
community. Have they forgotten the first approached Hitchens and remarked, “I
amendment of the U.S. Constitution was deeply offended by what you said
and the freedom of speech? A university about my religion”, Hitchens would
should understand the importance of have politely asked, “and so what?”
sharing one’s voice—no matter how
To Hitchens, taking offense was
unpopular that voice may be.
insufficient for an argument.
To further illustrate our hyper-sensitive
Instead of censoring the opposition,
society, take a similar situation for everyone should have chance to be
example: earlier this year, Ayaan Hirsi heard. And who knows? They may very
Ali, a women’s rights advocate, was well make us question the things that
invited to receive an honorary degree at many of us hold dear.
Brandeis University’s commencement
“Don’t take refuge in the false security
ceremony, but was soon disinvited. Ali’s of consensus,” warns Hitchens.
dismissal came after protests and death
You may not always like what someone
threats. She had offended the religious has to say, but that doesn’t mean they
community with her outspoken defense shouldn’t say it; they have every right to.
of female independence, and with her I’m sorry, but if you’re overly sensitive
brazen contempt for the Nation of and can’t stand for ridicule, then you’re
Islam, which has long been associated in the wrong country.
with strict religious observances.
Today’s generation needs to wisen up
Following the decision to cancel and realize that censoring the opinions
Ali’s invitation, Brandeis released this of isn’t cool.

Troy Robinson
Herald Contributor
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Update on Miss Rhode
Island USA: Anea Garcia
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Ashley Williams
Entertainment Editor

On Sept. 14 2014, Roger
Williams University sophomore
and legal studies and Spanish
double major Anea Garcia
was announced as Miss Rhode
Island USA 2015 at the Rhode
Island Convention Center in
Providence, R.I.
While being crowned was
extraordinary in itself, it was
also the beginning of a truly
once-in-a-lifetime journey for
this teen. Since earning the title,
Garcia has been cordially invited
to several special events and has
had the honor to represent her
home state wearing her sash and
crown.
According to Garcia, some of
these invitations for appearances
and events include Gloria
Gemma Waterfire, The Rhode
Show, Poder 1110 AM Spanish
Radio Station, and meeting
with Rhode Island Governor

Lincoln Chafee. Additionally,
she is scheduled to shoot a
commercial for House of Hope,
a family shelter with which she
plans to work in December. She
was also given the opportunity
to judge with two other judges
from Fear Factor.
Among all of the spectacular
experiences with which Garcia
has been welcomed, she claimed
to have trouble choosing only
one as her favorite.
“Every appearance is a great
experience – I get to meet new
faces and see everyone’s support,”
Garcia said in an email.
While she is grateful for the
support from her friends and
family, Garcia also recognizes
that they are not the only
ones who care and want to see
her succeed while competing
for Miss USA at the national
pageant.
“Most importantly, I love
going to these events and seeing
the younger generations look up
to me,” Garcia said. “At first I

didn’t think it was a big deal but
the more I go out, even if it’s out
to dinner, there are young girls
who come up to me, ‘Hey are
you Miss Rhode Island? Can we
take a picture with you?’”
Furthermore Garcia says, “It’s
a pleasure for me, only because
I’m just a regular girl from
Providence [R.I], but to them
I am a “mini celebrity,” so I’ve
been told, but hopefully one day
to be an inspiration.”
Although it is glamorous to
be honoring her title, Garcia’s
job also comes with great
responsibility. She explained
that sometimes it is a bit of a
challenge to represent Rhode
Island in a way that many
people think is depicted solely
by her physical look.
“I try my best to reach out to
the community as much as I
can to show that although it’s
a beauty pageant, it is about
character and intellect, that’s
what makes a powerful woman,”
Garcia said.

I try my best to reach
out to the community
as much as I can to
show that although it’s
a beauty pageant, it is
about character and
intellect, that’s what
makes a powerful
woman.

- Anea Garcia,
Sophomore legal studies and
Spanish major

Nevertheless, she is incredibly
grateful to be representing her
state, whether simply as wellrounded student at RWU or
the face of Rhode Island as a
pageant contestant.
As part of the journey, Garcia
looks forward to the Miss USA
competition; not only has
she been busy with attending
events, but she is also spending
time getting ready to compete

for the next crown.
“I have been preparing by
reading the news a lot more. It’s
important to be aware of what is
going on not only in the state I
represent, but [also] nationally,”
Garcia said.
For her physical preparation,
she has started to replace the
foods she eats with healthier
options and now eats six to
seven times a day to improve her
metabolism. Garcia works out
at least three times a week and
works with her personal trainer
in Warwick, R.I., as well.
Garcia continues to impress
by representing both Roger
Williams University and the
state of Rhode Island amidst her
journey to Miss USA as Miss
Rhode Island USA 2015.
“I am so excited to find out
the exact date and location for
the pageant,” Garcia said. “It
will most likely be announced
by January and when that time
comes I will make sure to let
everyone know.”

courtesy anea garcia

Miss Rhode Island USA, Anea Garcia, attends several events in her sash and crown while preparing for Miss USA competition.

DIY:
Cute
&
clever
Christmas
gift
idea
What’s

going
on this
week?

Friday, Dec. 5
CEN: A/C & WTF
“Elf ” the movie
UC, 9 p.m.
Roger After Dark
GHH Atrium, 10 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 6
ICC 2018: Class trip to
Wrentham Outlets
Dance Team Benefits
FH, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 9
Last Day of Classes
IRHA: Late Night
Breakfast, UC, 9 p.m.

Are you looking for an inexpensive, yet charming
Christmas gift to give your loved ones or maybe even a
professor this holiday season? Here is the perfect solution
to that. Follow these five easy steps to whip up your own
gift.
Step 1: Gather your supplies. To make one gift, you
will need a bag of Hershey’s Kisses, a whisk, ribbon, clear
cellophane, and a package tie-on. (To make more than
one gift, increase certain amounts accordingly.)
Step 2: Measure and cut a piece of cellophane that will
be large enough to wrapped up over, and gathered at the
handle.
Step 3: Lay down the piece of cellophane and place
the whisk on top of it, and continue to fill it with the
Hershey’s Kisses; you may put as many or as few candies
as you would like.

ashley williams/the hawks’ herald
Put together these charming Christmas gifts in just five
easy steps.

Step 4: Either create your own, or print out a package tie-on that reads “We WHISK You A Merry
KISSmas” (find printable versions at http://viewsfromtheville.com/2013/07/05/diy-christmas-giftswhisk/). Then, punch a small hole in one of the corners of the card.
Step 5: Cut a piece of ribbon. Gather the cellophane around the handle, then tie the ribbon around
and knot it. Take one end of the ribbon and put it through the hole you made in the card. Slide the
ribbon down to the knot and tie it into a nice bow.
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Question of
the week:

What is the best gift you’ve ever
received during the holidays and why?

National Cookie Day
Dec. 4

The love of cookies whether for oatmeal raisin, snickerdoodle, peanut butter,
or classic chocolate chip, is abundant among many Americans. To honor these
delicious treats, National Cookie Day is celebrated across the country annually
on Dec. 4.
The history of the cookie begins with a cookie-ish hard wafer that has been in
existence for as long as baking has been documented. These forms of cookies
were not as sweet as modern day cookies.

Mike Brennan | SOPHOMORE
“My guitar because when I first
saw it, it was the most beautiful
sight in the world.”

The cookie originated in Persia during the seventh century, soon after sugar
became available in the region. They were later spread to Europe when the
Muslim population invaded Spain. By the fourteenth century, cookies were
prevalent throughout Europe and served in various fashions from a dessert, to
accompanying a royal cuisine meal, to a snack to grab from a street vendor.
America was finally introduced to cookies during the seventeenth century
following English settlement. At which time, macaroons and gingerbread were
the most popular American cookies.
According to National Day Calendar, the American English word “cookie”
derived from the Dutch word “koekie,” which means “little cake”.
Celebrate National Cookie Day by baking a batch of your favorite cookies.
Today is the one day of the year that it’s acceptable to have a cookie with each
meal, so enjoy.

Dylan Canfield | SOPHOMORE
“One year, we donated to ‘Toys
for Tots’ instead of giving each
other gifts.”
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Max Alarie | JUNIOR
“My car because without
it I would have no way of
transportation.”

Francis Ferdinand | SOPHOMORE
“I got to go on a Mediteranian
cruise for Christmas. It was
really fun.”

Music is loved around the
world for its power to heal,
connect people, and initiate
forms of self-expression. For
freshman psychology and public
relations major Shannon Pires,
music is her most effective outlet
to personally express herself.
Originally from Peabody,
Mass., Pires started playing
instruments when she was in
the fourth grade. She began
with guitar lessons, which she
disliked at the time. One of
her first memories of playing
guitar was only being able to
play the “Meow Mix” cat food
commercial jingle.
In addition to guitar, Pires
took piano lessons when she was
younger; but she had trouble
sticking with either instrument.
In sixth grade, she decided to try
to learn guitar and piano again,
teaching herself this time.
“I picked up piano and guitar
again on my own and continued
from there,” Pires said. “I used
the Internet and YouTube.”
By searching the different
elements of playing the guitar
and piano, she taught herself
how to play when she was just
11 years old.

The first song that I
ever learned on guitar,
I sat down in my
basement for probably
three hours. It took
me a while but it was
definitely worth it in the
end.
- Shannon Pires,
Freshman psychology and public
relations major

Ryan Crips | JUNIOR
“A pair of shoes because it gets
me where I need to go.”

“The first song that I ever
learned on guitar, I sat down in
my basement for probably three
hours. It took me a while but
it was definitely worth it in the
end,” Pires said.
Although she put countless
hours and work into learning
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Freshman Shannon Pires aspires to work in the music industry after she
graduates from RWU.

how to play her instruments by
herself, the effort is still proving
its worth to this day.
“I listen to music all day long.
When I do homework, when I
go to bed, just hanging out. It’s
a big part of my everyday life,”
Pires said. “Playing music is just
fun and enjoyable and it helps
get my mind off of things.”
Music helps Pires to express
herself in a way to which
nothing else could compare.
“I definitely feel very happy
and it’s a lot of fun,” Pires said.
Back in her hometown, she
was a member of an all-girls
band called “The Indecisive.”
She played the electric guitar
and the keyboard.
“Two of the girls in my band
were my best friends. Looking
back at it now, those were some
of the happiest moments of my
life [while] being in the band,”
Pires expressed with a smile.
As a band, the girls had a
manager who helped them
with various things such as
picking songs, and putting the
music together. Additionally,
he would help them get small
gigs around Peabody. While

observing her manager’s skills,
Pires discovered her interest in
music management.
“My dream job is working in
the industry somehow, not as a
musician but as a manager. I like
the business part of it and I want
music to be a part of my life in
the future,” Pires said.
As a talented guitar player,
Pires was in high demand when
her local high school put on
their popular acoustic coffee
houses.
“They were held four times a
year. I usually accompanied a lot
of singers who didn’t know how
to play. I would usually play
with four or five people each
coffee house,” Pires explained.
She had a lot of fun helping
out peers who share the same
passion for music. As it has
become such a huge part of her,
Pires finds it difficult to imagine
what her life would be without
music.
“I know that I will always
continue to play music somehow,
whether I’m by myself in a room
or anywhere [else],” Pires said.
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250 students on campus were asked...
What was your favorite Nickelodeon show as a kid?

Rugrats

42%

Doug
All That
The Wild Thornberrys
Rocket Power
Hey Arnold
Cat Dog

1%
7%
12%
25%
10%
3%

What was your favorite Disney movie growing up?

The Lion King

34%

Beauty and the Beast
Toy Story
Aladdin
Homeward Bound
Mulan

15%
28%
10%
5%
8%

What was your favorite activity to do as a kid?

Chat
Play
Read
Play

on AIM
Skip-it
Goosebumps
MASH

18%
13%
4%
15%

Play with your Gameboy

36%

Listening to Now CD’s

14%

Which of these items did you collect during your childhood?

Lisa Frank School Supplies
Tamagotchis

9%
13%

Beanie Babies

61%

Nintendo 64 Games
Furbys

15%
2%
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A blast from the past

Ashley Williams
Entertainment Editor

Do you remember how excited
you used to get each time an
episode of the “Rugrats” came
on the television even though
it was one you had probably
already seen over 50 times
before (or so your mother would
claim you had)? Or perhaps, do
you recall begging your parents
to run out to the store and pick
you up the newest Game Boy
game or Now CD? If so, then
you most definitely grew up
during the 90s.
As we get older, not only are
we introduced to new shows,
movies, and products that tend
to override our memories of the
past, but we are also burdened
with more adult responsibilities
and obligations. Amongst the
changes, it is always refreshing
to reflect on your childhood
obsessions – even if it does
trigger some nostalgia.
One of the most commonly
missed emblems among 90s
kids are the old Nickelodeon
TV series. It’s undeniable that
“Doug,” “Hey Arnold!” and

“The Wild Thornberrys,” were
some of the best animated TV
shows to ever air; not to mention,
“Rocket Power,” and “CatDog.”
90s Nickelodeon lovers are also
sure to never forget the senseless
skits from “All That,” and “The
Amanda Show.”
Junior creative writing and
English literature double major
Maggie Daubenspeck says she
has fond memories of watching
many of those shows, and
“Blue’s Clues,” as well.
Junior
marketing
major
Katherine Balitsos remembers
meeting up with her best friend
from the neighborhood each
night after dinner time to watch
her favorite shows; including
“Boy Meets World,” “Rocko’s
Modern Life,” and “Spongebob.”
She also mentioned that her
favorite show as a kid, “Full
House,” is still her favorite
today.
To add to the list of things
from the 90s childhood that
will forever cherished, there
are the classic Disney movies.
“The Lion King,” released in
1994, held the highest-grossing
animated films worldwide until
“Toy Story 3,” was released in

2010. Some of the other most
noteworthy Disney movies from
the time include “Beauty and the
Beast,” “Aladdin,” “Toy Story,”
and “Mulan.” The 90s kids also
loved “Hercules,” “Pocahontas,”
“A Bug’s Life,” and many more.
“I can remember putting “Toy
Story,” “The Land Before Time,”

One of our favorite
things would be to
play this game that we
made up that was like
tag and hide and seek,
but our basketball
hoop was the safe
zone.
- Katherine Balitsos,
Junior marketing major

and “Homeward Bound” on
repeat,” Daubenspeck said.
Similar to the devotion to
re-watching their favorite TV
shows and movies over and
over, 90s kids acquired unique
collections of various toys and
gadgets throughout the years.
A few of the most remembered

items on this list include, Lisa
Frank school supplies, Nintendo
64
games,
Tamagotchis,
and Furbys. Daubenspeck
remembers collecting more of a
fashionable fad from the 90s.
“I remember wearing slap
bracelets
and
chokers,”
Daubenspeck said.
One of the most beloved
collectables though, were Beanie
Babies, and we’ll never forget
the importance of preserving the
Ty tag. 90s kids are also sure to
remember collecting Pokémon
cards, finger skateboards, and
Crazy Bones figurines.
As we were full of energy,
watching TV and admiring
our collections weren’t enough
to keep us preoccupied. There
are certain activities that were
exclusive to our childhood that
we will always remember as
being indefinitely the “coolest
thing ever,” like blasting the
newest Brittany Spears song on
your boom box for example, or
spending hours chatting with
“SmarterChild” on Instant
Messenger.
“I played outdoors a lot with
Skip-It, jump rope, [and] chalk,”
Daubenspeck said.

Balitsos has similar memories
from her childhood during the
90s; she remembers playing with
her old brother and her neighbor
everyday after school. They were
often outside, enjoying nature,
riding their bikes, and playing
on the swing set.
“One of our favorite things
would be to play this game
that we made up that was like
tag and hide and seek, but our
basketball hoop was the safe
zone,” Balitsos said.
Others may remember playing
with their Game Boy until
their fingers were cramped. Of
course, we can’t forget the timepassing games we’d play during
downtime at school with friends
such as MASH.
Wouldn’t it be nice to be a child
again, and your only worries
are fixated on which form of
entertainment you were going
to choose next? Remember
to cherish your childhood
memories, especially if you’re a
90s kid because, let’s face it, the
90s was an epic time period to
be a part of.

